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ABSTRACT approach, the voice signal is seen as a random process
which behavior can be reasonably leamed and evaluated

The main goal in this research is to fmd out possible by a probabilistic model.
ways to built hybrid systems, based on neural network
(NN) and hidden M;arkov (HMM) models, for the task of Hidden Markov and Neural Networks are the two major
automatic speech recognition. The investigation that has representative models within the stochastic c1ass. Markov
been conducted covers different types of neural network models, within the speech community, are far more well
and hidden Markov models, and the combination of them known than the neural models, that on1y recently have
into some hybrid models. The neural networks used were been started to be considered for the problem. The main
basically MLP and Radial Basis models. The hidden difference between the two approaches is that Markov
Markov models were basical1y different combinations of models are parametric and neural networks are non-
states and mixtures of the Continuous Density type of the parametric models. Either one presents its own set of
Bakis model. A reduced set with ten words spoken in the characteristics, advantages and restrictions.[1,2]
Portuguese idiom, from Brazil, was carefu1ly chosen to
provide some pronounce and phonetic confusion. The It is known that any acoustic signal presents two major
results a1ready obtained showed very positive, pointing components: the temporal and the spectral components,
toward to a high potentiality of such hybrid models. that need to be considered on the construction of any

approximation model. A third and not less important
Keywords: speech recognition, neural networks, hidden component for the recognition goal, is the phonetic
Markov models, hybrid systems. context.

1. Introduction Hidden Markov, despite some peculiar restrictions, are
able to address the first two components in a reasonable

Automatic speech recognition is a very chal1enge and way. However, its independence hypothesis completely
fertile area, with many fields stil1 open and under intense ignores any context information or relationship. The
study. The commercial interest on the subject is rapidly short dependence hypothesis on the first order Markov
growing and is urging for scientific responses and model, frequently causes difficulties to model
solutions to the problems stil1 present. coarticulation and duration of some phonetic elements.

[3]
Among several different tasks to address within the area,
we decided, for the sake of this investigation, to Feedforward neural networks on the other hand, despite
concentrate efforts on the framework of fmding out not being able to address the temporal component, offer
possible ways to combine neural networks and hidden some important characteristics from the point of view of
Markov models to face the isolated words recognition the recognition effort, such as: ability to leam comp1ex
problem. and non1inear mapping functions, ability to generalize

from a set of given examples, paral1elism, fault and noise
The research efforts in this fie1d, have been concentrated tolerance.[2]
on three major approaches: template, knowledge and
stochastic based approximations. In the stochastic



In this research we are investigating different types and

configurations of neural network, hidden Markov and Six models were built using different combinations of

hybrid models, The hybrid models are from the type states and gaussian rnixtures: 8sSm ( eight states and five

HMM-NN, where the Markov models can be seen as mixtures); 8slOm, 10s5m, 10s10m, 15s5mand 15slOm,

perfornúng a nonlinear transformation on the input data

set to be presented to the neural networks, In this 2.Z Neural Models

combination, each HMM performs the temporal

modeling and the NN does the spatial and the contextual Two models were investigated, as explained in [I and 2].

modeling, One ofthem was the well known Multi-Layer Perceptron

-MLP, trained with the backpropagation algorithm, The

The neural networks in the experiments are basically other model was of the Radial Basis Function type (RBF)

different configurations of the MLP and the Radial Basis. where we changed the linear output layer by a nonlinear

For the hidden Markov models we only use Continuous one, based on the sigmoid function, Both models were

Density models with different combinations of states and from the type feedforward,

mixtures, Several simulations were done and the results

are presented in this paper. The simulations, with the MLP model, were performed

using different number of hidden layers and neurons,

For all simulations we used a reduced set with ten words The best results were obtained with 2 hidden layers, 69

spoken in Portuguese from Brazil, The set of words was neurons in the f1fst layer and 20 in the second (figure 2).

careful1y chosen in order to provide some pronounce and

phonetic confusion. The chosen words are: liga ( turn on), ~- ~,- --, L --u
-lac...ol ---,---

pare (stop), grave (record), pausa (pause), avance (move), siga (proceed), volte (return), desliga (turn off),

ejete (eject) and apague (erase), The amount of 1697
repetitions of this set of words were recorded from a 1

group of 113 different rnale speakers, al1 among 20 and 2

30 years old, and coming from different geographic

regions ofBrazil. -o

In the fol1owing sections we describe the models used for

the experiments, explain how the data set was formed, Figure 2 -MLP model with backpropagation

and discuss the results that were obtained,

The best cesult with the RBF model was obtained with 10

gaussian nodes in the f1fst layer, and 2 other layers with

2. Models and Configurations 40 and 20 sigmoid neurons, The gaussian parameters

were defmed through the k-means algorithm, and for the

The experiments were based on the construction of some other layers it was used the backpropagation algorithm

hybrid models and the comparison of the performance Foc the output layer we used 10 neurons with sigmoid,

obtained with them against those obtained with their one for each word to be recognized (figure 3),

single Markov and neural components.

The single HMM and neural models were those also used

and described in [13].

2.1 Markov Models

Were restricted to the continuous density type and more

specifical1y to the left-right strategy with delta equal 2, as

in figure 1. Segmental Krneans [6,7,8] and Viterbi [9] F . 3 RBF d 1 . th3l '
d2' ...19ure -mo e Wl ayers one gausslan an

algonthms were used respectlvely for trammg and .' d fun .,
.tI' SlgmOl ctlons

recogm on,

2.3 Hybrid Models

~ ~ Many possible ways to connect the two previous models'2 a a a
into a third one were conceived. However, in al1 hybrid

models we kept the same master approach, that is, the
a a a HMM was mainly used to catch the temporal component

of the voice signal and the NN to catch the spatial and

Figure 1 -Bakis Model the contextual characteristics,



The recognition process using the Viterbi algorithm in a The second model was built considering as input not
HMM, implies the search for the best segmentation of only the HMM likelihood but also the measured duration
the sampled observations through the states ofthe model; oÍitS states. So, the network input dimension jumped
the computation of the corresponding likelihood; and from 10 to 90, that is, 10 likelihood plus 8 states duration
also the estimation of the probability function of the from each HMM. The third model is similar to the
duration of each state. The state duration is measured second one, but instead ofthe duration ofthe states itself,
directly from the training utterances and then, the mean it works with the estimated probability of the duration
and the standard deviation for the duration of each is given by the Viterbi algorithm (figure 5).
calculated. The system likelihood is then estimated by
the addition of the two previously found components, as
can be seen below on the equation 1.

Uc-1N
logP(q,OIÂ)=fJlogP(q,OIÂ)+aLlog[p(dj)] (1), ~800

j=1
Lik-2

where a. and 13 are scaling parameters. ~Sion
Test !! .With the expectation of improving the estimation of the ' Dur.""

system probability, that is, the estimation of the scaling
factors, we decided to investigate the possibility to get ~ 1
any extra gain by adding a neural network to the output
of the HMM model. The neural networks, this approach, Figure 5 -Likelihood / Duration Hybrid Model
have the advantage to receive the patterns of the response
of each HMM to alI words of the training set, what does The fourth model, instead of working with the system
not happen on the training of a Markov models. likelihood provided by each HMM, receives 8 local, that

is per state, likelihood from each model. The dimension
In order to reduce the computational effort and the ofthe network input now jumps to 160. The fifth and last
number of possible alternatives to investigate, we model is also sirnilar to the second one with respect to
decided to work with only one architecture of HMM, the the type and number of inputs. The difference is that now
8s5m, and one type of neural network, the feedforward there is a logic gate between the HMM and the NN. If
MLP. They were not chosen because of the performance the HMM output satisfies a defmed confidence criterion,
they achieved by thernselves, but because they were then its likelihood is assumed to be the likelihood of the
simple and would demand less time and less hybrid model. Otherwise, a specific network is chosen
computational effort for the training phase. from a set of candidates and activated to provide the

hybrid likelihood. The network selection is based on the
Four basic hybrid models were investigated: the first one, confusion group, that is, the subset of HMM which
was built with the objective to verify the capability of a confidence factors are above certain limit.
supervised training neural network (MLP) to improve the
recognition perfom1ance by re-estimating the system The main goal with this fifth model was to investigate the
likelihood based on a context infom1ation extracted from capability of getting improve to the recognition giving
the conjunction ofthe likelihood provided by each one of special attention to those sets of words we noticed that
the 10 HMM (figure 4) .As showed below, a 2 layer the HMMs generated high leveI of confusion ( figure 6).
MLP network with 10 input and 10 output, is trained
taking as input the likelihood provided by each one of
the Markov models.
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Figure 6- Switched Hybrid Model

Figure 4 -Likelihood Hybrid Model The Experiment Context
,.
-Working with the same data set as in [I and 2], we also

split it into 3 groups: one for training and 2 for testing.



The data set consists of 1697 isolated words from a small O ( n ) is the delta mel-cepstrum vector at time stamp n.vocabulary of 10 words and spoken by 116 different l1 ,

male speakers, all averaging 25 years old and corning o( n + I) lS the mel-cepstrum vector at t1Ine stamp n+l.

from different regions of Brazil. All records were done In this reserch we adopted i=2, what was found very
with a common 16 bits sound blaster board, in a room efetive for speech recognition [3] .
without any acoustic protection or isolation, and using a The results are presented and discussed in the next
simple directive microphone. section.

As showed in the table below, 1000 patterns were used The Experiments Results

for training ( 100 from each word), 110 for the first test
group and 697 for the second test group. For the training As said before, the objective was to compare the results
set we used 46 different speakers, 8 new speakers for the and the potentiality of hybrid models against their single
first test group and other 48 new speakers for the second Markov and neural components. The first simulation set
test group. Another important factor, responsible for the was performed restricting the models to the usage of
higher complexity of the second group of test, is that 288 those 4 features mentioned in the previous section. Table
of its patterns were recorded with a second microphone. 2 shows the results obtained with the Markov models.

Table 1 -Training and Testing Sets Table 2- Markov Recognition Performance [18]

training testing #1 testing #2 model 8s5m 8s10m 15s1Om

patterns 1000 110 697 window Gl G2 Gl G2 Gl G2

speakers 46 11 59 120w76s 85.5 75.0 89.1 75.5 89.1 78.2
xw76s 89.1 73.6 90.9 73.7 90.9 77.2
xw50s 87.3 73.5 89.1 73.6 89.1 76.3

The set of words was chosen in such a way to provide
some acoustic confusion, like those obtained with: liga, As can be seen, models 8s10m and 15s10m provided the
siga and desliga; pare, grave e apague; volte and ejete. In best result for the test group 1, both using free number of
the next section it is showed that the major HMM windows and 76% of superposition (xw76s). The best
confusion was between pare/apague, liga/desliga and result for the second and more complex test group was
pausa/apague. provided by the model15s10m, with a fixed number of

120 windows and up to 76% of superposition (120w76s).
In [x], since the neural networks were from the static From the results we confirmed some hypothesis: higher
type, that is, the number of inputs had to be fixed, it was number of states may improve performance; free number
chosen to segment the voice signal into 120 variable size of windows improves ability to approximate temporal
window with 76% of superposition. There it was also variation; larger window size improves robustness; and
decided to use a reduced number of features, 4 ( 1 Q larger superposition area among adjacent windows

cepstrum, 1 Q, 2Q and 3Q mel-cepstrum coeficients [ 5]), not improves correlation.
to over increase the computational demand of the neural
training. In [2] this same segmentation and number of Table 3 is relative to the neural models and shows the
features restriction was observed for the HMM best results obtained from different sizes of the models
investigation. This in order to be able to compare their MLP and Radial Basis. As seen, both networks provided
performance against the neural models. similar accuracy behavior for the two test groups. The

difference between them is that the training effort was
Here, with the objective to investigate possible gains much more expensive for the MLP model.
provided by usage ofhybrid models, we decided to adopt
the same segmentation and features used in [1]. Table 3- Neural Networks Recognition Performance

After the flrst battery of experiments we also investigated m ~l G2
the performance adopting a larger number of features, 26 MLP 95 0 79 0
(12 mel-cepstrum, 12 delta mel-cepstrum, energy and ..
delta energy [5]) and a segmentation based on a free RBF 98.0 80.5

number of windows with 50% of superposition. Delta
parameters were used in order to give some contextual Neural Network models outperformed Markov models in
information to the HMM. These parameters are calculed b~tween 3 and 8% con.siderin~ a1l. cases. In fact, the
through the fo1lowing expression [4]: dlfference was not that high, mainly lf we remember that

the Markov models were restricted to the sma1l number
( ) ( + .) ( . ) (2) features used for the neural models. In both cases we had

0 n=on 1-On-l
.l1 a loss of performance, around 20%, between groups 1
-and 2.

where:



Table 4 sununarizes the results obtained for each word of with them are summarized in the table below, where HI
the vocabulary, considering test group 2, the best models refers to the f1rst model, with likelihood only, and H2 to
and those selected for the hybrid investigations. Columns the second model, with likelihood and duration of states.
in italic highlight the models used in the construction of
the hybrid ones. Table 5 -HI and H2 Hybrid Models -Test Groups 1 /2

Table 4- Best Results per Word -Test Group 2 Test Group 1 Test Group 2

H1 H2 HI H2
#W 15s10m 8s5m MLP RBF Liga 90.9 100.0 84.8 89.4

Liga 66 90.9 86.4 86.4 81.8 Pare 54.5 72.7 50.0 80.7
Pare 114 61.4 54.4 86.0 83.3 Grave 72.7 81.8 65.8 75.4
Grave 114 74.6 65.8 83.3 79.8 Pausa 100.0 100.0 69.3 76.3
Pausa 114 74.6 72.8 79.8 90.4 Avance 90.9 100.0 69.3 82.5
Avance 114 70.2 7J.J 52.6 60.5 Siga 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Siga 16 100.0 JOO.O 93.8 100.0 .
Desliga 16 100.0 JOO.O 62.5 68.8 Desliga 90.9 100.0 93.8 87.5
Volte 64 92.2 92.2 87.5 89.1 Volte 90.9 90.9 93.8 92.2
Ejete 16 93.8 93.8 68.8 68.8 Ejete 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Analme 63 93.7 93.7 92.0 85.7 ~e 81.8 90.9 95.2 88.9--r-c-
Average 697 78.2 75.0 79.0 80.5 Average 87.3 93.6 73.6 83.1

We noticed that some words were better recognized by Second model outperformed the f1rst model in about 8%
the neural networks: pare, grave and pausa, and others by and 11% respectively, for the first and second test
the Markov models: desliga, volte e ejete. Looking at the groups. H2 provided 100% matching for 6 words in the
confusion rnatrix, like the one presented in table 5 for the first test group and both models provided 100%
8s5m model, we also noticed that these are the words rnatching for the words siga and ejete in both tests.
more frequently confused.

We are still working on the simulations with the third and
Table 5 -Confusion Matrix for the 8s5m HMM over the fourth models. Up to now they provided only a tinny
training set ( 100 repetitions of each word) and the testing irnprovement, around 4% and 7% respectively, on the

set group 2 (table 4) results a1ready obtained with H2, the second hybrid
model. Our expectation, however, is that these gains will

Liga Pare Grave Pausa Avance most likely be greater once we can solve some local

Liga 99/56 problems.
Pare 0/2 95/54 0/4 0/4 1/4
Grave 0/3 1/1 99/65 0/3 The major obstacle we are facing with the third model
Pausa 99/82 0/1 refers to the amount of time required for the neural
A.vance 0/1 0/1 100/75 network training. They now are 160 input dimension

~iga 2/1 aga~t 10 and 90 respectively of the f1rst and second
Volte 0/2 hybnd models.

Eiete
Apague 4/4 0/1 0/1 1/0 With the fourth hybrid model the difficulty refers to the

confidence factors specification. Such values are very
Siga Desliga Volte Eiete Apague important because in this scheme all existing components

Liga 1/10 of the model provide its own output for the given input
Pare 0/2 4/44 and then, the output of the system is selected based on
Grave 0/6 0/4 0/8 0/24 the confidence factor computed for each group: the
Pausa 0/1 1/11 0/19 Markov and neural agents, as in figure 6. We have being
Avance 0/1 0/15 0/21 using ten HMM as before, one for each word of the
Siga 99/16 1/0 vocabulary and three NN one for the whole set of
Desli2a 98/15 ' , "
Volte 100/59 0/2 words, one for the subset of the words pare/grave
Ejete 0/1 100/15 /apague", and one for the words "siga/1iga/desliga".
Apague 1/0 94/57

Conclusions

Notice that the majority of the confused words are: pare
with apague; grave with apague; avance with apague and The main objective in this research is to search for
volte; and liga with desliga. different ways to build hybrid systems based on the

combination of Markov and Neural models, applied to
,- The f1rst two hybrid models were built like the the problem of isolated word recognition in the context

description in previous section, and the results obtained of independence of the speaker .
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